
Rewards for 
REVIEWS PROMOTION
EARN 1000 REWARDS POINTSEARN 1000 REWARDS POINTS

($10 Product Credit on Your Next Order)
Write and submit a compelling and compliant review  
that includes before and after photos for the following packs:

ONLY COMPLIANT REVIEWS WILL BE PUBLISHED ON ISHOPPURIUM.COM 
Use these examples as training on how to write a compliant and compelling review that’s eligible for the promotion.

Compliant and Eligible
“I started on the ULT in November of 
2020 and after 90 days I felt more  
energy, dropped 13 pounds, dropped 2 
pant sizes, and started exercising again for 
the first time in years.” 

Non-Eligible Review: 
“I love the products!” 

Non-Compliant and Non-Eligible 
“I started on the ULT in November of 2020 and 
after 90 days I felt more energy, dropped 13 
pounds, and my diabetes went away. I started 
exercising again since my arthritis is gone.” 

NOTE: Any review without 
a Before and After photo is 
considered non-eligible. 

Ultimate Lifestyle Transformation 
Ultimate Lifestyle Transformation + Performance
Ultimate Lifestyle Transformation + Immune
Ultimate Lifestyle Transformation - EpiGenius Kids
Holistic Fitness Pack 
Family Nutrition Pack

Earn 1000 Purium  
Rewards Points that can be 
used as $10 credit on your 
next order or saved 
for greater value.

“Lights turned on & I did not know they were off! Sugar cravings owned me.
Brain fog clouded every action. I required naps every

day to function... Enter PURIUM Ultimate 

indescribably deeply satiated unlike ever before and my
 need for multiple vitamins & probiotics is replaced by this ORGANIC 
FAST FOOD! Without exercise I’ve shed over ten pounds and gained 
muscle tone (the motherhood fluff has disappeared and I have RE-
CLAIMED MY LIFE!) - Celeste via iShopPurium 

At 38 years of age I was feeling worn out of the gym. Especially since it

Lifestyle Transformation. Within 24-48 hours I 
could feel increased natural energy. Sugar cravings 
disappeared. Brain fog GONE - focus arrived! 

Achy joints GONE! My body temple feels

was a profession of mine for so many years. These
products blew my mind in the fact that I was not

I used to love working out and this superfood 
nutrition package has given me one of my greatest passions back! I am 
super #grateful!

- Ra of Earth via iShopPurium

sore, performance enhanced recovery enhanced, 
and I WANTED to workout every single day, 
even though I only had time to 3-4 days a week.

 I haven’t felt motivated to workout in YEARS!

Scan QR Code for details  
about Purium’s Rewards Program.



Qualification & Promotion Details:   

Purchase or have purchased an Ultimate Lifestyle Transformation, Ultimate Lifestyle Transformation + Performance, 
Ultimate Lifestyle Transformation + Immune, Ultimate Lifestyle Transformation - EpiGenius Kids, Holistic Fitness 
Pack, or Family Nutrition Pack anytime in 2021 and beyond.

 

Write and submit a compelling and compliant review including before and after photos on iShopPurium.com product 
pages for the specific pack(s). Scroll to the bottom of page and click on Write a Review.

When the review is approved and published, the reviewer will receive 1000 Purium Rewards Points.  

Reviews will be vetted for compliance and will be published on a weekly basis.

Rewards Points will be rewarded a minimum of once per week.  

Must be a verified Purium Brand Partner or Customer to be eligible to receive 1000 Purium Rewards Points.

Must be 18 years or older to submit a review. 

By submitting a review, consent is being given for the use of the review and photos in 
Purium’s digital and print advertising and promotion.  

Multiple reviews may be submitted if you purchase multiple packs. 

Reviews must be specific and describe the results achieved. Results can include weight loss, 
toning/firming, increased energy, skin vibrancy, immune support or more. NOTE – the Tracker 
included in your pack can be a great resource for tracking results and writing reviews.
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Do not include medical claims such diabetes, arthritis, etc.


